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W'16:4AN:EC 404 (1480)

CIRCTIIT TIIEORY'AI\ID CONTROL

Time : Three hours

Maximum Marks : 100

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO -from Group A,
ANY TwO from Group B and ALL from Group C.

All parts of a question ( a,b,etc.) should
be answered at one place.

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may

result in loss of uarks

Any missing or wrong data 
.may 

be assumed suitably giving
proper justiJication.

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marla.

Group A

l. (a) Explain with examples (i) even and odd signals
(if) time scaling and time sifting of a signal. 4

(D) A functionf (t) is expressed as

f @Z'o=ou(t - kr)

with each step as unity. Obtain derivativ e of f (t).
Show graphically f (t) andf (t). 6

(c) Determine the Laplace Transforms of a squar'e

wave given by

V(t1 - u(t) -2u(t - a) + 2u(t -2o) -Zu(t -3a) + ........

which is an infinite sum of step function. 5

{Turn &er )
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It is intended that the two networks of the figure
given below be the equivalent with respect to the
terminals identified. Find the values of C,, Lrarrd L,
for the equivalence of the two networks.

Ci

(a) Explain the open circuit and short circuit impedance

parameters for a two port network. Obtain the
condition of reciprocity and symmetry.

(D) Calculate the open circuit and short circuit impedance

or adnrittance parameters for a two port network
shown in figure.

Figure : A two port network

(c) What do understand by antiresonance ? Discuss the

effect of frequency deviation on the selectivity and

bandwidth on the tuned antiresonant circuit. 6

@ 3. (a) Formulate the loop equations for the network shown
below in figure with mutual coupling M,r: 0.0,
M,, : Mr, : 0.8. There by calculate the loop
currents.

.81 L1 L?

(6) For the circuit shown in figure find Yc(t) at t =0-,
, = 0*, t = qand, : 0.09 sec.

(c) Obtain the Thebenin's equivalent across Vc(t) if the
capacitor is replaced by a resistor of 15 kC}.

2.

B

lCl

D IQ \/
,-t1tri1111-n C
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(Turn Over )
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W'16:4AN:EC404 (1480) (2) (Continued) W'16:4AN:EC404 (1480) (3)
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4.

For a network shown in figure above (f) draw the
oriented graph (if) with the help of tie-set matrix
obtain equilibrium equations on loop basis and

hence obtain branch currents and branch voltages.

(a) A first order filter consists of a single RC network
connected to the (+) inputterminal of a non-inverting
OP-AMP amplifier, as shown below in figure.
Explain the frequency response characteristics and

determine the gain of the filter in the pass band. 8

=
Figure First order Low Pass Filter

(b) Explain incidence matrix and Cutset matrix in Graph

Theory. Write down the properties of complete
incidence Matrix.

(c) Determine the transfer function of a lead compen-
sator that will provide phase lead of 45o and gain

equal to 10 dB at the angular frequency ol: 8.

Group B

5. (a) Discuss the Mason's gain formula. How is it used
to obtain the overall transfer function of a system
represented by connected block diagrams ?

(b) Obtain the overall transfer function by block diagram

reduction technique and by using Mason's gain
formula. 8

(c) Determine the transfer function for the electrical
network shown in Figure (a) & (D), where the input
is v,(r) and the output is vr(/).

IMO lMO lMo lMo
*'-{;';'}1-; 1-iz"''^t'1^'r'r-f^"^n'*-t-f' lpF t i _l_ _ _ty1 s r'ao f vz vl 1 rrFT I t Ff t rrni y,

0.1 pF-L i I l---G-- -.--L--; ; --_i--- i- .- -t-;
(a) Lag-lead network

(b) Ladder network

6. (a) Examine the stability of following characteristic
polynomial.

P(s) = s5 + 2s4 + 3s3 + 6s2 +10s +12

(D) Discuss the effect of feedback on overall gain and
stability, transfer function parameter variation and
sensitivity.

(c) Figure adjacent shows a simple closed loop position
control system using ?L dc servo motor in the

W'16:4AN:8C404(1480) ( 4 ) ( Continued) W'16:4AN:EC404 (1480) (5) ( Turn Over )
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arrnature control mode" Determine the sensitivities
of the system tranfer function. Assume gain constant

K: 10, d= 2, and the feedback parameter B is equal

to l.

(a) Write a note about steady state errors and error
constants and their importance in judging the
performance of a stable control system. Your
description should include Ko,K*Ko,types of
feedback control system.

(D) Write and explain the different parameters for
evaluating the transient performance of a second
order system. Explain (D4, (on, and (.

(c) For the given system below determine the error
coefficients (K, K, Ko).

(a) Consider the following Transfer function systems.

c(t)

controlhd

outpst

7.

c(slR(sl

8"

(s+3) . 10
.4. 

--

(s+S) 'sr(s*5)

W'16:4AN:EC404 (1480) (6) (Continued) W'16:4AN:EC404 (1480) (7 ) (Turn Over)

Calculate G(/'o) and M lol| for co = 5 rad. Determine
y(r) for both. 10

(r)G(s)=7#.

(ii)G(s)=ii

(D) A unity feedback control system has

G(s) =
80

s(s+2[s+20)

Draw the Bode plot and determine Gain margin,
phase margin, o*" and oo". Comment on stability.
Differentiate between stable system, unstable
system and marginally stable system. l0

Group C

9. Answer the following queries in brief with example with
proper mathematical support : l0 x2

(r) What is duality and non-duality ?

(rr) What is the difference between time varying system

and time invariant system ?

(iii) Systems with memory and without memory.

(rv) Difference between causal and non-causal system.

(v) Invertibilrty and inverse systems.

(vr) Importance of test signals in control system.

(vii) kro order hold device in systems and control"

+-ritl '/-\
nr"rer,ce]-l
lnl.:i

s

s+10
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(vii) Difference between error signal(e) and actuating
signal (6) in feedback control.

(rx) Proper system transfer function, strictly proper
transfer function and improper transfer function.

(x) Power and Power factor in non-linear systems.

W" l6: 4AN ;EC4fi4 { I 480} AG- 1,600(e)
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5'16:4AN: EC404 (f 480)

CIRCUIT TMORY ATYD CONTROL

Time : Three hours

Maximum Marks : t00

Answer Flv'E questions, taking ANY T}lf,O from Group A,
ANY TwO from Gioup B and ALL from Group C.

All parts o/ a qtestion ( o,b,etc.) should
be answered at one place.

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long ansvers may

result in loss of marks.

Any missing or u,rong data may be assumed saitably giving
proper justification.

Figures on the right-hand side mariin indicate full marks.

Gmup A

t. (c) Determine the hranch currents and voltages of the
circuitshown inFig.l byusingcut-setschedule : l0

(Trn Over)
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lo
5YJ

(&) Detennine the currents in various elemenb of,tlre hrldge
circuit shonn in Fig. 2 by using mesh analysis : l0

(a) In the network shown in Fig. 3, find current through
2 O resistor by the node method :

(D) In the circuit shown in Fig. 4, the switch is open for a
long time. On closing the switch at t: 0, the capacitor
voltage raises to 70 V in l0 ms. After the steady state
is reached, the switch is opened again and found the
capacitor voltage as 90 V in 0.5 rns. Find the value of
ft and C.

120 V

3. (a) ARLC series cirsuit is excited byad.c. sourceof 100V.

Find an expression for ["aplace transform ofcurrent
and i(r) in the cirnuit" Tkke ft * 6CI fi, /, * 0.2 ff and
C,-- 50 prF. Also. draw the initial and final state circuits"

f=0 z^A n.7rJ

100v 50 [tF

Fig.5

(&) Find the frequency spectra of
()

r(/)- f 01r--"r1

(u) Find r-r"r**u**oJ;;;r*,,-nrrt network in terrns of
it$ ABCD paramret*ns.

(S) Describe funcfii*rn of,u bandpass butterworth filter.
Cormpare its merits with that of Chebyshev filter:

#noup B

('r) Firrd the Bode plot of the transfer function

fl(s) '*
l0(s2 +3)

(s2+2s+5)(s+2)
Also,lind its 3 dB cut-offpoints.

(&) Detennine the Hback factor ofthe anrplifier shown
in question 5(n) above and comrnent of its negative
feedhack.

6. {*li t}escritre worleim6of d.c. servomotor. How doos it
*liffier frrxn er.c. $smonftotor ? l0

l0

);.
t0

10

l0

l0

l0

10

Fig.3

120 c)

Fig"4

S' t6; 4r\N : EC404 (1480) (2) (.Continued) it-10-'r4.&N;ffiC404([{.Sft} ( 3 ) ( Turn (ber'l

l0

q(

+ vRQ\

rtr +lo
Fig.2
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(&) Determine the transfer
system shown in Fig.6 :

function C(s)/X(s) of the

(a) Amly:r,, using Routh-Hurwitr crit€riorL the stability of

the system having characteristic polynomial

g6+4.s5 +3,s1- 16s'2 -64s-48:o lo

(b) With the help of a suitable examplg define gsin margin

and phase margin of a transfer function' 5 + 5

(a) What is the difference
regulator and controller ?

(D) Derive functions of PI and PID controllers'

GrouP C

9. Choose the conectanswer for the following : 10 x 2

(0 The minimum number of equations required to

analyze the circuit shown in Fig' 7 is

(a) 3

(b) 4
(c) 6
(d', 7

(ri) Thr L"aplace transform of i(r) is given by

(s) = 2ls(l + s) at I -+ o'

The value of i(t) tends to

(a) o
(D) I
(c) 2

(d) -
(in) Twelve I O resistances are used as edges to form a

cube. The resistance befif,eeNr two diagonally opposite

corn€rs ofthe cube is

@) 5KC-
(6) lo
@) 6t5 A
(o 3t2 o

(iv) The equivalent inductance measured between

terminals I and 2 forthe circuit shown in Fig. 8 is

l0

t.

E. between working of the
10

10

(a) Lr+ Lz+ M
(b) Lr+ L"- M
(c) L, + Lr+ 2M
(d) Lr+ L2-2M

S'16:4AN:8C404 (1480)

Fig.6

Fig.8

Fig.7

S' is c Ar.l :EC404 (14E0) (4) (Continued)
(5) (Twn Over \
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(v) A series RLC circuit has a resonanoe lbequency of
1 kIIu and a quality factor O: 1CI0" ilf eash of & L
and C is doubled from its original valme, trhc mew Oof
the circuit is

(a) 25

(r) 50

(c) 100

(il 204

(vi) A FD controller is used to compensele a system'

Cornpared to the uncompensated system, the

eompensated sYstem has

(a) a higher tYPe number.

(&) higher noise anrPlification'

{c) reducingdammPing"

(d) large transient nvershoot'

(uirl The root loous nf sYstem

(i(s)II(s)=;:ffi;u-3;

Lras the hremkawoy pnint localrrl *t

(a) (*CI"5,0)
(f?) (*2'548,0)
(c) (*a,CI)
(d) (*0"784,0)

(viid) The gain margin for the system

transfer function G{s).H(s)= [2(l
(a) -
{b) 0

(c) 1

(r/) --

S'16:4AN:EC404(1480) ( 6 )

with open loop
+s)l/S is

{.ix1 {}ivem tf(s).f(s}: K/s(g + I )(s + 3). The point of,

intmrs*Etion ofthe as5runptotes of the rcrot locus with
real sxis is

(o) *4
(D) 1.33

(c) * 1"33

(d) 4

(x) Considerthe signalflow graph, shown inFig. 9, the

gain, xr/x,, is

e.fg
Fig.9

(a) p *(be+cf+dg)Uahcd

(b\ bedsl\ - (be + cf + dg\]

(c) abcdll I - (be + cf + dg) + bedg I
(d) t 1 -(be+ cf+ dg)+ bedgllabcd

( #oariryased) S'16:4r\N:8C404 (1480) ( 7 ) AG-1,900
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W'13: 4AN:EC404 (1480) 

CIRCUIT THEORY AND CONTROL 

Time : Three hours 

Maximum Marks : I 00 

Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A, 
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C. 

All parts of a question ( a,b,etc.) should 
be answered at one piace. 

Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented 
with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may 

result in loss of marks. 

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably giving 
proper justification. 

Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks. 

Group A 

1. (a) For the given network shown in Fig.l, calculate 
current through branch AB. 10 

20 

Fig. 1 
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(b) For the network shown in Fig. 2, calculate node 
admittance matrix and nodal voltages. Use graphical 
analysis. 

15 n 

IOOV 

Fig.2 

2. (a) The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is initially under steady state 
condition with switch S closed. Switch S is opened 
at t = 0. Find the voitage across the inductance L as 

10 

function oft. Use Laplace transform method. 10 
___,. t = 0 

Sv r 
1 o 10 

+ 

lOV -~L-----1 F--J.I _ __.__~ ___.T') 

Fig.3 

(b) Determine the function f(t), if Fourier transform of the 
function is 

F(jw) = Ae'7ti2 for - 0>
0 
< m < 0 

F(jw) = Ae -Jn/2 for 0 < m < ffi
0 

Also, find the Laplace transform for shifted and singular 
functions. 10 

3. (a) Calculate ABCD parameters of a two-port symmetrical 
network shown in Fig. 4. 

I 20 
+rr-----cr-------~v~------~J-----~ 

10 

Port 1 Vi V2 Port 2 

JJ.--.---..( r---W/'~ >---L 
2 20 4 

Fig.4 

(b) What is parallel resonance ? Derive its bandwidth. Also, 
calculate maximum impedance conditions with C, L, 
andfas variables. 10 

4. (a) Explain band-pass constant K-type filter. Derive its 
characteristic impedance and resonant frequency. Plot 
characteristic impedance, attenuation and phase shift 
as a function of frequency. 10 

(b) Design a second order Butterworth low pass filter 
having upper cut-off frequency of 1kHz. 10 

Group B 

5 . (a) Draw a signal flow graph and find the closed loop 
transfer function for the block diagram shown in Fig. 5. 10 

R(S) C(S) 
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(b) A positional control system with velocity feedback is 
shown in Fig. 6. What is the response ofthe system for 
unit step input? 10 

100 
s(s + 2) 

Fig.6 

C(S) 

6. (a) Derive the transfer function for the armature and field 
controlled d.c. motor. 10 

(b) For a system 

G(s) H(s) = Kls2(s + 2) (s + 3), 

find the value of K to limit steady state error to 1 0 
when input to system is 1 + 10 t + 40/2r. 10 

7. (a) Sketch the polar plot for the following transfer function : 

G(s) = lO(s + 2)(s + 4)/s(s2 - 3s + 10) 

Find gain cross-over frequency, phase cross-over 
frequency, gain margin and phase margin. I 0 

(b) A system has open loop transfer function as 

G(s) H(s) = 10 I s(s + 5), 

find the undamped natural frequency, damping ratio, 

overshoot and the settling time with 2 % criterion. 10 

8. (a) Construct Nyquist plot for a feedback control system 
whose open loop transfer function is given by 

G(s) H(s) = 5/s(l - s) 

Comment on the stability of open loop and closed loop 
transfer function. 10 

(b) Explain PID and PD controllers. 10 

Gtoup C 

9. Answer the following in brief: 

(i) What is adominant pole? 

(ii) What is frequency transformation ? 

(iii) List properties of cut-set matrix. 

(iv) List properties of transfer function. 

10 X 2 

{v) State the condition for a Butterworth and Chebyshev 
to work as low pass or high pass filter. 

(vi) How to find the stability of the system by using polar 
plot? 

(vii) What is direct root locus, inverse root locus and root 
contours? 

(viii) Compare the block diagram representation and signal 
flow graph. 

(ix) What is the effect on system performance when a 
proportional controller is introduced in a system? 

(x) Explain all the time domain specifications with a neat 
sketch. 
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